American Pest Services LLC
OPM License # 9292

Phone: (623) 552-5034
Email: anthony@phoenixbedbugexpert.com

HEAT TREATMENT PREPARATION CHECKLIST

Thank you for choosing American Pest Services LLC to resolve your bed bug issue.
Your cooperation is essential for success.
Please take as few items with you as possible. Removed items will need to be treated with an alternate process.
√ Take your wallet and keys but leave purses, backpacks, diaper bags, children’s toys, briefcases, etc.
√ Dry the clothes you will wear on the treatment day on high heat for 30 minutes and seal in a plastic bag.
√ Don’t sit on infested furniture before leaving the residence on the day of treatment.
√ If you are taking a pet cage with you, leave the pet bedding in the residence.
√ Scrub/brush your shoes prior to re-entering residence and use sticky lint rollers on your clothing.
√ Dry the clothes you wore on the treatment day on high heat for 30 minutes upon return to residence.
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ITEMS THAT NEED TO BE REMOVED
[ ] Fire extinguishers/pressurized cans
Wax items (candles, crayons, lipstick, etc.)
[ ] Live plants
Oil paintings and art supplies
[ ] Canned pet food
Vinyl items Plastic
[ ] Firearms, bullets, explosives
Blinds
[ ] Perfumes and Cologne
Medicines/Vitamins
[ ] Mouthwash
Fresh food
[ ] Batteries (bulk quantity or large batteries)
Wine and liquor
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OTHER ACTION ITEMS
Ensure facility is clean
[ ] Schedule disarming of home security system
[ ] Contact specialty bed manufacturer
Remove electrical outlet and switch plate covers
[ ] Separate clothing to allow air circulation
Remove all trash and garbage
[ ] Empty litter box
Dispose of vacuum cleaner bag
[ ] Inform us of damaged or heavy furniture
Do not use vacuum again until bag is changed
[ ] Remove shelves supported by plastic pegs
Launder soiled clothing
[ ] Gather all electronics together
Repair or seal structural gaps
[ ] Unplug/remove cables from the back of TV
Secure loose wallpaper
[ ] Unplug refrigerator
Disengage fire suppression sprinkler system
Protect Life Safety systems

To allow for optimal heat circulation, the following actions might need to be performed by the technicians
during the heat treatment process. Every effort is made to return the items back to their original location.
[ ] Furniture and other items might be moved.
[ ] Luggage will be opened.
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Hanging clothes in closets may be dispersed.

Please contact us with any questions regarding the above checklist.
Call (623) 552-5034, or email anthony@phoenixbedbugexpert.com

